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This remarkable effort by Roger R. Reese is a

reappraisal of the often-brutal world of the imper‐

ial Russian Army, its culture, the people who in‐

habited it, and their daily struggles. Reese picks up

where  Alan  Wildman,  John  Bushnell,  and  John

Keep left off in the 1980s, and in the process he

challenges many assumptions about the imperial

Russian military establishment in the best  tradi‐

tion of  scholarship.  Reese’s  argument is  that  the

officers failed to recognize that they did anything

wrong, that it was they who undermined the im‐

perial Russian Army more than subversive or re‐

volutionary elements,  or  that  their  legitimacy to

wield authority was rooted in the power of auto‐

cracy. In Reese’s words, “the officer corps was the

instrument  of  its  own  demise”  (p.  2).  The  army

could not or did not want to adapt to the realities

of  post-emancipation Russia  and transition from

an army of honor to one of virtue, the framework

Reese borrows from John Lynn’s famous study.[1] 

The book’s  fifteen chapters  are organized in

three parts. Part 1 deals with the personnel, every

day  life,  and  mentality  of  the  army.  Minister  of

War Dmitrii Miliutin’s reforms brought more edu‐

cated  and socially  diverse  people  into  the  office

corps, but instead of undermining its culture, the

new officers took on the values of old nobility, as‐

piring to be a part of it. Reese questions if tradi‐

tional regimental values and bonds that bind of‐

ficers and men together ever existed in the Russi‐

an case. He argues the army failed to transmit ba‐

sic military ethos to the soldiers. At the same time,

far from being apolitical, “the military was in fact,

a training ground ...  for the tsar’s politicians” (p.

168). The traditional image of Russian officers as a

confused and hapless group engulfed by the storm

of the revolution is systematically eroded. 

Part 2 examines the period from 1877 to 1915

and analyzes the performance of the Russian mil‐

itary in the Russo-Turkish War of 1877-8 and the

Russo-Japanese War of 1904-5. By 1904, Reese ar‐

gues,  the soldiers  were developing a  “conscious‐

ness of peasants as citizens rather than subjects”

(p. 198). The officers, in the meantime, were still

oblivious to the cultural and political changes and

refused to believe that peasant recruits had any le‐



gitimate  complaints.  The  revolution  of  1905

provided the officer corps with a roadmap of how

to deal  with upcoming revolts  in  1917,  but  they

learned  nothing  from  it.  Instead  of  improving

quality of life and addressing harsh treatment, the

officers  continued  to  blame  radical  propaganda.

By 1917 this resulted in losing control over their

troops. 

Part 3 focuses on the First World War and the

revolution  and  examines  “how  the  army  acci‐

dently  engineered”  the  downfall  of  the  Russian

autocracy (p. 370). Here Reese argues that the Rus‐

sian  military  entered  the  cataclysm  of  the  First

World War as divided as ever between regular of‐

ficers and soldiers, between wartime officers and

the  professional  counterparts,  and  between

wealthy nobles and lesser gentry. Reese challenges

the picture we get from memoirs of senior gener‐

als that blames temporary officers and the infam‐

ous Order No. 1 for breakdown in discipline. The

brutal treatment at the hands of regular officers

caused  widespread  disobedience  already  in  the

summer of 1916. 

The  book  does  not  rely  on  many  archival

sources but that does not hinder Reese’s analysis.

Instead, Reese builds his study on the recent out‐

burst  of  Russian  publications  of  World  War  I

memoirs  and  diaries.  Additional  insights  come

from effective contextualization of Russian devel‐

opments  throughout  these  years  in  the  larger

European setting. As I read I wondered if the au‐

thor thinks the officers were major enablers of the

Revolution?  Another  fascinating  aspect  of  the

story  is  periodic  mention  of  soldiers  executing

their  officers,  especially  during  the  First  World

War. This surely was known to the officer corps.

Was this a moderating factor in officer-soldier re‐

lations? 

Aside from the above, I  pondered the larger

epistemological  question  about  the  new  Russian

sources.  There are a  few examples where Reese

pauses to warn about the obvious inconsistences

in the old memoirs of  Generals Petr Wrangel or

Aleksei  Brusilov  and  others,  but  in  general  he

treats the voices from his sources with more con‐

fidence  than  authors  before  him.  For  example,

Keep’s work shows the limits of diaries and mem‐

oirs, challenges with making comparisons, frustra‐

tions with the accuracy of statistics,  suspicion of

accounts of foreign observers and other sources,

etc.[2]  Recently  published  materials  have  their

own agendas, marginalize voices and events at the

expense  of  their  own  actions,  and  possess  their

own inconsistences. I wish Reese had told us more

about these. 

In conclusion, Reese must be congratulated on

this  magisterial  effort,  which  is  an  exemplary

work of the war and society approach to military

history, an important and original contribution to

the history of imperial Russia, and an illuminating

addition  to  the  social  and  cultural  history  of  a

largely  understudied  sociopolitical  group  of

prerevolutionary Russia. 
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